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THE CONCEPTION OF THE SELF

Vedic philosophy is essentally spiritualistic. That means that it accepts the existence of a substance which is beyond the material elements we accustomed to experience in everyday's life. This element, which is very complex, will be called here "spiritual". Actually spirit is not the contary of matter;  it only differs by the essential elements. Matter is temporary, spirit is eternal; matter is formless (intrinsically), spirit has form; matter is devoid of consciousness, spirit is conscious. Apart from these basic elements cannot be said that spirit is exactly the opposite. Spirit is called "superior" because it’s energy constitute all living beings, whereas matter forms only inert objects. We are made of spirit. Actually our body is only an external covering. The greatest ignorance is to believe to be the body. This original mistake is the root cause of all our troubles, birth, old age, disease, death and thousands of other miseries. To realize to be spirit is the perfection of life because it will carry us back to our original world, which is perfect in all aspects. We are persons. That means we are individuals now and individuals we'll remain forever. The doctrine according to which we  have to give up our personality is actually not accepted by the Vedas and by all vaishnava teachers. We are continuously looking for life, knowledge and happiness. Nobody can live without these. The reason is that spirit is made of sat (being), cit (knowledge) and ananda (happiness). Living without these elements is like to live without our own self. This is the reason why nobody wants to die, to ignore and to suffer. The best of all experience is love.  Nobody can live without loving somebody or something. Because we think to be the bodies, we are trying to love persons or objects of the material world. But they cannot satisfy us because they are  covered by or  made of matter. Being made of spirit, only the persons and the objects of the spritual world can give us the sensation of perfection. This is the first lesson to learn: we are not the material body, we are the spiritual soul.

